Abstract. We describe the new software package GELDA for the numerical solution of linear di erential{algebraic equations with variable coe cients. The implementation is based on the new discretization scheme introducedin 20]. It can deal with systems of arbitrary index and with systems that do not have unique solutions or inconsistencies in the initial values or the inhomogeneity.
1. Introduction. We discuss the new software package GELDA for the numerical solution of linear di erential{algebraic equations (DAE's) with variable coe cients E(t) _ x(t) = A(t)x(t) + f(t); t 2 t; t]; (1) where E; A 2 C( t; t]; C n;n ); f 2 C( t; t]; C n ) together with an initial condition x(t 0 ) = x 0 ; t 0 2 t; t]; x 0 2 C n :
Here C`( t; t]; C n ) denotes the set of`-times continuously di erentiable functions from the interval t; t] to the n-dimensional complex vector space C n . (In this paper we discuss complex functions. In the case of real problems all the results are valid when C n , C n;n are replaced by R n , R n;n , respectively.)
The theoretical analysis of such systems, regarding existence, uniqueness of solutions as well as consistency of initial conditions has been discussed in detail in 20, 21, 22] . We will survey only the relevant part of this work here to make the procedure that computes the invariants of the system transparent. The most important invariant in the analysis of linear DAE's is the so called strangeness index, which generalizes the di erentiation index ( 4, 5, 11] ) for systems with undetermined components which occur, for example, in the solution of linear quadratic optimal control problems and di erential{algebraic Riccati equations, see e.g. 18, 19, 27] . It is known that most of the standard integration methods for general DAE's require the system to have di erentiation index not higher than one, which corresponds to a vanishing strangeness index, see 21] . If this condition is not valid or if the DAE has undetermined components, the standard methods as implemented in codes like DASSL of Petzold 28] The implementation of the new software package is based on the construction of the discretization scheme introduced in 20] , which rst determines all the local invariants and then transforms the system into a strangeness-free DAE with the same solution set. We will give a brief survey of this scheme. The resulting strangeness-free system may still have nonuniqueness in the solution set or inconsistent initial values or inhomogeneities. But this information is now available to the user and systems with such properties can be treated in a least squares sense.
In the case that the DAE is found to be uniquely solvable, we can compute a consistent initial value and apply the well-known integration schemes for DAE's. In our package we have implemented BDF methods 3] and Runge-Kutta-schemes 14, 15]. 2 . A brief survey of the basic results. In this section we give a brief survey of the results in 20, 21, 22] . The main results in these papers are the basis for the construction of the new software package.
We begin with two equivalence relations for pairs of matrix valued functions and matrix pairs, which play a central role in the theory of (1). Definition 1. Two pairs of matrix functions (E i (t); A i (t)) with E i ; A i 2 C( t; t]; C n;n ); i = 1; 2 are called equivalent if there exist P 2 C( t; t]; C n;n ) and Q 2 C 1 ( t; t]; C n;n ) with P(t); Q(t) nonsingular for all t 2 t; t] such that (E 2 (t); A 2 (t)) = P(t)(E 1 (t); A 1 (t)) Q(t) ? _ Q(t) 0 Q(t) : (3) For the development of numerical methodsone also needs a counterpart of this equivalence that can be obtained locally at a xed point. At a xed point t 2 t; t] one can choose Q(t) and _ Q(t) independently (see 12, 20] ). This leads to the de nition of local equivalence. Definition 2. Two pairs of matrices (E i ; A i ); E i ; A i 2 C n;n ; i = 1; 2 are called locally equivalent if there are matrices P; Q; B 2 C n;n with P; Q nonsingular such that (E 2 ; A 2 ) = P(E 1 ; A 1 ) Q ?B 0 Q : (4) Note that this is not a transformation that can be used in the DAE (1), since we cannot transform x(t) and _ x(t) independently, but it is more appropriate than the usual equivalence for matrix pencils, see 10]. For the local equivalence (4) the following normal form is proved in 20]: Theorem 2.1. Let E; A 2 C n;n . Consider the following matrices and the spaces spanned by their columns: The characteristic values r; a; s; d; u are numerically computable via three rank decisions. There are essentially two robust methods to perform these decisions, the singular value decomposition and rank revealing QR-decompositions, e.g., 13]. In our code we currently use singular value decompositions, since this is the most reliable way to perform the required decisions, but note that numerical rank decisions are very di cult problems.
If we apply the reduction to the local canonical form (7) at every time t, we obtain functions r; a; s : t; t] ! f0; : : :; ng; which in the current version of our algorithm are assumed to be constant, i.e. r(t) r; a(t) a; s(t) s: (8) The problem of analyzing the properties of systems where these quantities have discontinuities is not completely settled yet, partial results have been obtained in 6, 29, 23] . A general classi cation is currently under investigation.
For the equivalence relation (3) using _ Q instead of an arbitrary B one cannot eliminate as many elements of the pair as in (7) . In 20] it is shown that for E; A in (1) su ciently smooth and satisfying (8) , equation (1) is equivalent to the system of di erential{algebraic equations (a) _ x 1 (t) = A 12 (t)x 2 (t) + A 14 (t)x 4 (t) + A 15 (t)x 5 (t) + f 1 (t) (s equations) (b) _ x 2 (t) = A 24 (t)x 4 (t) + A 25 (t)x 5 (t) + f 2 (t) (d equations) (c) 0 = x 3 (t) + f 3 (t) (a equations) (d) 0 = x 1 (t) + f 4 (t) (s equations) (e) 0 = f 5 (t) (u equations):
Di erentiating equation (9d) and inserting it in (9a), we obtain a new rst equation (a) 0 = A 12 (t)x 2 (t) + A 14 (t)x 4 (t) + A 15 (t)x 5 (t) + f 1 (t) + _ f 4 (t): (10) Applying repeatedly the transformation to the form (9) and then the rst equation to (10) 
3 starting with (E 0 (t); A 0 (t)) = (E(t); A(t)) and (E i+1 (t); A i+1 (t)) is derived from (E i (t); A i (t)) by one step of this procedure.
Connected with this sequence, we then have sequences r i ; a i ; s i ; d i ; u i ; i 2 N 0 of nonnegative integers which are invariants for the given DAE, see 20] . For the numerical procedure we will also need the following quantities: 
Since rank E i+1 (t) = rank E i (t) ? s i , there must be an index i such that s i = 0, i.e.
in this case the above process becomes stationary and the quantity = minfi 2 N 0 j s i = 0g;
is well-de ned. As is characteristic for a given DAE of the form (1) with the above properties and gives the number of di erentiations we must apply to reach a system with vanishing strangeness, is called the strangeness index of the DAE. Note that in contrast the di erentiation index k is de ned to be the number of di erentiations one must apply to extract an ordinary di erential equation such that every solution of the DAE is a solution of this ODE. In 20, 23] it has been shown that if both k and are well-de ned, we then have u = 0, (i.e., no undetermined solution components) and k = 0 if = 0 and a 0 = 0 or k = + 1 otherwise. i) Equation (1) is equivalent to a di erential-algebraic equation of the form (with a notation adapted to a simpli ed block structure, i.e. di erent to (9), (10)) (a) _ x 1 (t) = A 13 (t)x 3 (t) + g 1 (t) (b) 0 = x 2 (t) + g 2 (t) (c) 0 = g 3 (t) (15) in the sense that their solutions are in one-to-one correspondence. The inhomogeneity is determined by f (0) ; : : :; f ( ) . Furthermore d ; a ; u are the number of di erential, algebraic and undetermined components of the unknown x in (a), (b), (c) respectively.
ii) Equation (1) hold.
iv) The initial value problem (1), (2) is uniquely solvable if again in addition we have u = 0: (18) Otherwise, we can choose x 3 2 C 1 ( t; t]; C u ) arbitrarily.
Note that for this theorem it is not really necessary to assume that the invariants are all constant, a weaker form with di ernt assumptions is given in 23].
This existence and uniqueness result and the reduction procedure are of a theoretical nature, they are not feasible for numerical computation. The invariants and the properties of the system can, however, be nevertheless determined by a numerical algorithm. This algorithm is based on the computation of the local canonical form of di erent stages of a derivative array which is closely related to the derivative array introduced by Campbell 4 ], see also 3].
To describe the array, we denote by a superscript (i) the i-th derivative and we de ne for su ciently smooth E(t); A(t) as in (1) such that (1) and its derivatives up to order`can be written as M`(t) _ z`(t) = N`(t)z`(t) + g`(t): (20) (Note that we have used here the convention that ? i j = 0 if i < j.) The important observation made in 20] is that at a xed pointt 2 t; t] the characteristic quantities corresponding to the large matrix pair (M`(t); N`(t)) are invariant under equivalence transformations to the original pair (E(t); A(t)), i.e., if the pairs (E(t); A(t)) and (Ẽ(t);Ã(t)) are equivalent via the transformatioñ E(t) = P(t)E(t)Q(t)
A(t) = P(t)A(t)Q(t) ? P(t)E(t) _ Q(t) (21) as in (3) and if (M`; N`), (M`;Ñ`) are the corresponding large pairs constructed as in (19) , then it follows for every xed pointt 2 t; t] and for`2 N 0 that Thus, the characteristic quantities (r`;ã`;s`;d`;ũ`) of the large pair (M`(t); N`(t)) are well-de ned for equivalent pairs of matrix functions and each`2 N 0 . These 5 quantities are numerically computable via three rank decisions for each`and eacĥ t and we can decide from these quantities on the size of and on the quantities (r i ; a i ; s i ; d i ; u i ); i = 1; : : :; of the original pair (E(t); A(t)) at the point t =t. In 20] the following relationship between the characteristic quantities (r`;ã`;s`;d`;ũ`) of (M`(t); N`(t)) and (r i ; a i ; s i ; d i ; u i ) of (E(t); A(t)) is proved r`= (`+ 1)n ? P`i =0 c i ? P`i =0 u i ;r = ( + 1)n ? a ? P 
We have so far described the basis for our numerical procedure to determine the strangeness index and the other invariants of the system, i.e., for xedt the large pairs (M`(t); N`(t)) are formed and the characteristic quantities are computed via the formulas (25) . To do this we need to compute the invariants under local equivalence for each`. All the known numerical integration schemes for general DAE's essentially require the system to be strangeness free (or to have di erentiation index 1). Thus the second task in a numerical procedure is the extraction of a strangeness free matrix pair (Ê(t);Â(t)) and the corresponding DAE with local characteristic quantitiesr = d ;â = a ;ŝ = 0, the latter having the same solution structure as the original DAE (1). For reasons of numerical stability, the extraction procedure is exclusively based on the use of unitary projectors in the form of matrices with orthonormal columns.
In the following we assume that all the characteristic quantities of (M`(t); N`(t));`= 0; : : :; are independent of t and in addition we omit the index , i.e., M =: M; N =: N, g =: g 0 , i.e., (8) and there exists a smooth matrix valued function T 2 (t) of size (n; d + u ), w.l.o.g., with orthonormal columns, such that Z 2 (t) N(t) 2 6 6 6 4 I n 0 . . . 0 3 7 7 7 5 T 2 (t) = 0; rank(E(t)T 2 (t)) = d : (27) Thus, there exists a smooth matrix function Z 1 (t) of size (n; d ), also with orthonormal columns, such that rank(Z 1 (t) E(t)T 2 (t)) = d : (28) Now instead of Z 1 (t) and Z 2 (t) we are only able to compute Z 1 (t)U 1 (t) and Z 2 (t)U 2 (t), where U 1 (t); U 2 (t) are unitary but not necessarily smooth. The matrix pair that we obtain has the form
Observe that (Ê(t);Â(t)) may be non-smooth but that the product diag(U 1 (t); U 2 (t); I u )(Ê(t);Â(t)) is smooth. The numerical methods that we describe below are invariant under unitary transformations from the left, thus, since diag(U 1 (t); U 2 (t); I u ) is unitary, we can assume, w.l.o.g., that (Ê(t);Â(t)) is smooth. In particular (29) is strangeness free and since the unknown vector x is not transformed, the system has the same solution as the original equation.
3. Algorithms in GELDA. GELDA solves the system
of n di erential-algebraic equations for x in a speci ed range of the independent variable t. Values x(t 0 ) = x 0 at the initial time t 0 can be given, but in contrast to standard methods, as implemented in DASSL 3], RADAU5 15], or LIMEX 7] , the initial values may be inconsistent. In the case of inconsistent initial values the code computes consistent initial values to start the integration.
The integration over the speci ed range of t values is done in a series of time steps. We use variable stepsize Runge{Kutta (RK) methods or backward di erentiation formulas (BDF) methods which control the local error. Furthermore, the BDF method changes the order of the used formulas to compute the solution in a reliable and e cient way. 7 The integration algorithms used in GELDA are based on the theoretical results of Section 2. That is, we do not integrate the original DAE (1), instead we integrate a strangeness free DAE of the form 2 4Ê 2 as it is obtained in (30) . But we need not form this form globally, it is su cient to obtain it locally at each integration step.
Note, that we set the third component of the inhomogeneity to zero, which yields a solvable system if the original inhomogeneity was inconsistent.
3.1. The Reduction Algorithm. Since the integration methods need the strangeness free DAE only at discrete points, we do not have to compute a global DAE of the form (33). Each time t j the integration method requires (33), a subroutine is called, which computes in a rst step the strangeness index and the quantities d ; a ; u . This is done iteratively by building the large pairs M l ; N l ; l = 0; 1; 2; : : : corresponding to (32) at time t j and computing the quantities in (25) until s l = 0. Then, := l and we compute unitary projectors Z 1 (t j ); Z 2 (t j ) and T 2 (t j ) as de ned in (28) , (26), (27) via three SVD's. Finally, these transformations are used to extract the strangeness free DAE (33).
Note, that we compute the strangeness index for each time t j to detect whether the index or the characteristics d ; a ; u change their value. If this happens, our method is not applicable and GELDA returns control to the calling program setting an error ag. For constant coe cient systems the characteristic quantities are constant in the whole interval. Even more, we can choose constant unitary projectors, so that the strangeness free DAE (33) has constant coe cients. Therefore, we need to compute the unitary projectors andÊ;Â only at the initial time t 0 and can use them in the whole interval.
The reduction process and the computation of the orthogonal transformation matrices is the most expensive part of the solution algorithm. We need 3( +1)+2 SVD's of di erent sizes for each time t j we have to compute the strangeness free DAE.
3.2. Computing consistent initial conditions. The initial values x(t 0 ) = x 0 are allowed to be inconsistent, but before starting the integration we have to compute consistent initial values.
In GELDA, two approaches are implemented. The rst possibility for computing consistent initial values x 0 is the following (see 20]). From the second block equation of (33) we getÂ 2 (t 0 )x(t 0 ) +f 2 (t 0 ) = 0: For a given estimatex 0 = x 0 + , the correction can be determined by the minimization problem j j j j 2 = min! subject to the constraint Â 2 (t 0 ) ?f 2 (t 0 ) ?Â 2 (t 0 )x 0 2 = min! 8 The solution of this minimization problem is well known (see 13]) and we get =Â 2 (t 0 ) + (Â 2 (t 0 )x(t 0 ) +f 2 (t 0 )); whereÂ 2 (t 0 ) + is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse ofÂ 2 (t 0 ).
If we are interested in nding arbitrary initial values x 0 this approach works well. But in some applications, e.g., multibody systems or electric circuits, we often know consistent initial values for the \di erential variables", whereas initial values for the \algebraic and undetermined variables" are not known.
To derive a second method for the computation of consistent initial values, we start again with (33). Computing an LQ factorization ofÊ 1 From the second block row we then get A 2 (t 0 )x 0 +f 2 (t 0 ) =Â 21x1 +Â 22x2 +f 2 = 0: Since we want the \di erential variables"x 1 to be xed, we can determine the correction for a given estimatex 2 =x 2 + by solving the minimization problem j j j j 2 = min! subject to the constraint If the user wants GELDA to use the second method for the computation of consistent initial values, he has to set a ag, otherwise GELDA uses the rst approach.
3.3. Integration Methods I: BDF. The BDF solver we use in GELDA is an adaption of the code implemented in DASSL (see 3, 28] ). DASSL is a code for solving fully implicit (di erential) index{1 DAE's of the form F(t; x(t); _ x(t)) = 0: We will brie y discuss the algorithms and strategies in the BDF code of GELDA. For a detailed discussion about the used order and stepsize selection strategies the reader is referred to 3].
Description of the method. Let x N?i be approximations to the solution x(t N?i ); i = 0; 1; : : :; k of the DAE (33), where k is the order of the BDF method we plan to use. We are interested in an approximation for the solution x(t N+1 ) at time t N+1 . First, we compute an approximation to x(t N+1 ) by evaluating a predictor polynomial at time t N+1 . The predictor polynomial ! P N+1 is de ned by ! P N+1 (t N?i ) = x N?i ; i = 0; 1; : : :; k; (34)
The approximation x N+1 to the solution that we accept is the solution of the corrector formula. As in DASSL, we use the xed leading coe cient form of the k{th order BDF method. The approximation x N+1 is implicitly de ned by 
After evaluating ! P N+1 (t) at t N+1 and using notation (37), we get the predicted value
For the derivative of (38) at t N+1 we nd 
If u 0 then (42) has a unique solution x N+1 . For u 6 0 the solution of (42) is not unique. Therefore we set x N+1 := x N + x N+1 and use a least squares approach to compute a unique minimal norm solution x N+1 (see Section 3.5 for details).
Note that in both cases u 0 or u 6 0, the solution of (42) Order and stepsize control. The BDF code changes the order of the method and the stepsize to compute accurate approximations in an e cient and reliable way. 
Two types of errors have been considered. For output purpose we need to compute the solution at a point t between the meshpoints t N t t N+1 , this is done by interpolation, i.e., evaluating ! I N+1 (t) at t . The term M 1 in (44) comes from the estimation of the principal part of the interpolation error.
The other part of the error is the local truncation error of the method. This is the error by which the solution of the DAE fails to satisfy the BDF formula. M 2 in (44) is due to the estimation of this truncation error. Note, that this type of error is also introduced in the interpolation, since we do not interpolate the exact solution.
The estimate of the local truncation error we use is asymptotically correct for xed stepsizes (see 3] and the references therein). Therefore, the stepsize and order selection strategies prefers sequences of constant stepsize and order.
A step is accepted if (43) is satis ed, otherwise it is rejected. After each accepted or rejected step the code must decide which order is to be used in the next step. For this, the code uses the estimates TERKM2 = j j(k ? 1) At the beginning of the integration, the code starts with an initialization phase, in which order and stepsize are increased in each step. Later, the order is increased or decreased if TERKM2, TERKM1, TERK and TERKP1 form an increasing or decreasing sequence.
Finally, the code has to decide which stepsize should be used for the next step. The new stepsize rh N+1 is chosen so that the expected error is about one half of the desired integration error tolerance. If EST is the error estimation of order k, which should be used in the next step, r is given by r = (2:0 EST) ?1=(k+1) : (46) Note, that EST can be obtained by (45), but has to be scaled by the error constant 1=(k + 1).
The stepsize is increased after a successful step only if it can be doubled and then it is doubled. If the stepsize must be decreased after a successful step, the stepsize is decreased by at least r = 0:9, and at most r = 0:5. After a rejected step r lies between r = 0:9 and r = 0:25. Moreover, after three consecutive rejected steps the order is reduced to one and the stepsize is reduced by r = 0:25 until a step is accepted.
The norm we use in the BDF code is a weighted root mean square norm. Precisely, it is de ned by Equations (49), (50) and (51) Although (53) represents a linear system for the unknowns y 1 ; y 2 ; y 3 (in contrast to the system of RADAU5, where the solution vector is composed of the z i ), the system matrix in (53) is the same as in the Newton iterations of RADAU5 -provided thatÊ andÂ do not vary in t 1 , t 2 and t 3 . Therefore, in the case of constant coe cients, we can make use of the following strategy as applied in RADAU5: ForÊ(t 1 ) =Ê(t 2 ) = E(t 3 ) =:Ê andÂ(t 1 ) =Â(t 2 ) =Â(t 3 ) =:Â, the system (53) can be written as Instead of the decomposition of a (3n 3n){system, we have to treat only one real (n n) and one complex (n n){system. This means a reduction of the amount of work to 5 O(n 3 ), compared to 27 O(n 3 ) for the (3n 3n){system. The question arises whether this technique can be applied in some way to the case of time{dependent coe cients, too. The idea is to transform (53) into a system of a simpli ed Newton method, holdingÊ andÂ in the system matrix constant with respect to each single time step. Unfortunately, the process of index reduction does not supply continuous sequences (Ê(t i );Â(t i )) since these matrices may be pre{muliplied by unitary matrices. This e ects that the pair (Ê(t 0 );Â(t 0 )) at the left hand side of the Newton system may not be close to the corresponding pair (Ê(t i );Â(t i )) at the right hand side, even if t i is close to t 0 . Consequently, in the case of time{varying coe cients, it is not possible to make use of the special structure of the matrix in (53), and we have to decompose the whole (3n 3n){matrix at each time step. For both strategies, the system matrix is nonsingular for su ciently small h and u 0 (i.e. no undetermined components appear in the pencil (Ê;Â)). For u 6 0 we compute a least squares solution. The solution process is described in Section 3.5. The second block off equals ?Ê(t 0 )y(t 0 ) +Â(t 0 )x(t 0 ) + f(t 0 ) which is the residual of the previous step. Therefore, we can exclude these components in (56) In the case of constant coe cients, the LU decomposition of (h ?1 Ê ?Â) ?1 is already known from the previous work since this matrix occurs in the left upper block of the system matrix, i.e. it is the matrix of the real (n n){system. For y 0 we take y 3 of the previous step which is an approximation to the derivative _ x in t 0 : Note that in the error norm the (n + 1)st through (2n)th component of err must be multiplied by h since those components represent the index{2 part with respect to the enlarged system (48). We only need an error estimation for x, i.e. for the x?component of (48), for which the local error is O(h 5 ) (see 15]). Hence, the fth order accuracy for the local error is preserved.
Stepsize control. The where we use the same norm as in (47). In the current version we always set fac = 0:9 as RADAU5 would do in the case of one Newton iteration. This is motivated from the fact that we are solving linear systems. The relative and absolute error tolerances can be chosen according to the desired exactness. The current step is accepted if j jerrj j < 1; otherwise rejected. 15 3.5. Linear Algebra. In GELDA we nd many basic and advanced linear algebra operations. These computations are performed by calls to the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) 25, 8] Depending on u , the number of unknown components of the DAE, the matrix A is invertible or not.
For u 0 we have a non{singular A and the system (57) is solved by LAPACK linear system solvers. We use xGEEQU 1 and xLAQGE to equilibrate A, xGETRF to compute the LU factorization and xGETRS to solve the system. For u 6 0 the linear system (57) is not uniquely solvable. In this case we compute a least squares solution, that is, we replace (57) by j jxj j 2 = min! (58) subject to the constraint j jAx ? bj j 2 = min!:
The solution to (58) is obtained by the LAPACK linear least squares solver xGELSS, which is based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) of A. This code is also used for the computation of consistent initial values.
Using GELDA. Copies of GELDA can be obtained by contacting Volker
Mehrmann by email at na.mehrmann@na-net.ornl.gov.
A detailed description of the code and how to use it is given in 24]. As output points we used t out = 0:01; 0:1; 1;10;100. The origin of this problem is the method of lines approach for the 2{D advection As output points we use t out = 5; 10; 15; 20; 30, i.e. the points where the inhomogeneity is not continous. Furthermore, we stop the integration at the output points and restart the code for the next interval.
Finally, since the exact solution of this problem is not known, we computed a reference solution at the output points in quadruple precision using di erent DAE codes with tight tolerances. for the n p position coordinates p(t), the n p velocity coordinates v(t) and the n Lagrange multiplier functions (t), n < n p . M(p; t) 2 R np;np stands for the symmetric positive de nite mass matrix, the vector f(p; v; t) 2 R n denotes the applied forces and G(p; t) := @ @p g(p; t) is the Jacobian of the holonomic constraints g(p; t) 2 R n .
The system (60) has strangeness index 2.
The constraint g(p; t) can be di erentiated with respect to the time t, which yields the velocity constraint 0 = G(t; p)v + g I (t; p); (61) where g I (t; p) = @ @t g(p; t). The Euler{Lagrange equation (60) with the additional constraint (61) is an overdetermined DAE with strangeness index 1. The codes MEXX of Lubich/Nowak/P ole/Engstler 26] and ODASSL of F uhrer 9] are constructed to solve this special type of overdetermined DAE's.
For this example we chose from 2] g(p; t) = C(t)p(t) + r(t); G(t) = C(t); C(t) = sin( t) cos( t) ; Again, the exact solution of this problem is not known and we computed a reference solution at the output points t out = 2; 4; : : :; 20 in quadruple precision using tight tolerances.
Example 5. Here we consider a problem which is not uniquely solvable. From 18] we take the di erential{algebraic Riccati equation Vectorizing equation (62) by going columnwise through X(t) we get the linear DAẼ E(t) _ x(t) =Ãx(t) + f(t); (63) where x(t) = vec(X(t)) E(t) = E T E T A(t) = A T E T + E T A T f(t) = vec(Q(t)): 18 Here we have used that vec(E T XA) = (A T E T ) vec(X). One solution of (62) is X(t) = 0 0 0 exp(?t) ; (64) which is used to compute initial conditions at t = 1. Furthermore, the nonuniqueness in X(t) is in kernel(E(t)) and therefore, X(t)E(t)E(t) + is unique (see 27]). Since the codes compute di erent solutions, we use the uniqueness of X(t)E(t)E(t) + to measure the error at t out = 0:9; 0:8; : ::; 0.
Example 6. Finally, we took the DAE 0 t 0 0 _ x(t) = 1 0 0 1 x(t) + sin(t) t ; (65) with solution x(t) = ?t ?t ? sin(t)
T . In ?1; 1] our method is not applicable, Table 1 Characteristic values of examples 1 to 6. Table 1 gives an overview over the properties of the examples, we list MCONST, the statement if the matricesÊ,Â are constant n, the dimension of the problem , the strangeness index d , a , u , the numbers of di erential, algebraic and undetermined components, respectively. We have tested the rst ve examples for di erent tolerances ATOL = RTOL = 10 ?3+m=4 ; m = 0; 1; 2; ; 32: For the examples 1 and 3, we know the exact solutions so that we were able to compute the error exactly by comparing analytic and computed results, whereas for Example 2 and Example 4 we used the computed reference solutions to determine the error. The error we compute is In order to investigate the e ciency of our code, we compared the error with the computing time. The resulting data are displayed in Fig. 1, 2 and 3 using logarithmic scales for both the X{ and Y{axes.
We can generally state that our new methods can solve linear DAE's of arbitrary strangeness index. Whereas DASSL always fails for the higher index problem Example 3 and fails several times for Example 4, our methods work well for the rst four examples. Furthermore, RADAU5 can treat the mechanical multibody systems of Example 3 and Example 4 only by suiting the tolerances to the corresponding index one, two and three variables, see 15] . Whereas RADAU5 underestimates the error for Example 3 and fails several times, RADAU5 overestimates the error for Example 4 for small torlerances and always fails if ATOL = RTOL < 10 ?7 . For Example 2 RADAU5 is not applicable due to the wrong order of the variables.
Additionally, we used MEXX and ODASSL for solving the multibody systems of Example 3 and Example 4. Both codes outperform the other codes for Example 3 and are much faster. For the 2{D truck (Example 4) our codes are competetive with ODASSL, whereas MEXX seems to converge against a di erent solution.
The Runge{Kutta method generally yields approximations which are of a higher precision than the ones obtained by the BDF method, because the Runge{Kutta method often overestimates the error. This becomes most obvious in Example 3 for low tolerances. The behaviour is due to the small integration intervals of size 0:1, 22 which represents the maximum stepsize. Therefore, the solver always falls below the optimal stepsize, which increases the accuracy. The precision of the BDF method has in most cases the same order as the prescribed tolerances.
For a given tolerance the BDF code runs often faster than the Runge{Kutta code, especially for larger problems, but the number of function evaluations and the number of matrix factorizations are of the same order. This is in accordance with the theory. Note that for problems with time{varying coe cients the amount of work the Runge{ Kutta solver has to do is mainly caused by the decomposition of the (3n 3n){system, see Section 3.4.
The situation is di erent for Example 5, the Riccati equation with undetermined components. As before, for a given tolerance the Runge{Kutta method yields high precision approximations. The BDF method again achieves only approximations which are considerably less accurate and it always fails for tolerances smaller than 10 ?10 . Furthermore, the BDF method is much slower and needs more function evaluations. In the current implementation the BDF method is not competitive for DAE's with undetermined components. Note, that classical codes as DASSL and RADAU5 are not applicable for this example due to the undetermined components.
An exceptional case with respect to the analysis of the results is Example 6. We did not consider aspects of e ectiveness, but concentrated on the fact that an index change happens at 0:0. As long as our methods do not hit exactly on 0:0 our codes do not realize the index change. As shown in Table 1 , the index jumps at 0:0, but the numbers of the three characteristic values d ; a ; u are constant. Therefore, this index jump does not cause any problems. Since the analysis of systems where the index or the other characteristic values have discontinuities is not completely settled yet, our codes always return the control with an error ag if a change in the characteristic values is detected. 6 . Conclusion and outlook. In this paper we have described a new software package for the solution of linear di erential{algebraic equations with variable coecients. In comparision with other codes essentially no a priori information about the index and other characteristic values are necessary. The new code is able to treat problems with nonunique solutions and inconsistent initial conditions in the least squares sense.
A comparision with the available codes DASSL, RADAU5, ODASSL and MEXX shows that the new code is competitive, but applicable to a larger class of linear problems.
Currently an extended version of GELDA for nonlinear problems is under investigation.
